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ABSTRACT: This is a new technology to support scalable content-based image retrieval (CBIR]), hashing 
has been recently been focused and future directions of research domain. In this paper, we propose a unique 
unsupervised visual hashing approach called semantic-assisted visual hashing (SAVH). Distinguished from 
semi-supervised and supervised visual hashing, its core idea emphatically extracts the rich semantics latently 
embedded in auxiliary texts of images to boost the effectiveness of visual hashing without any explicit 
semantic labels. To expand the reach, a unsupervised framework is advanced to learn hash codes by 
simultaneously preserving visual similarities of images, integrating the semantic assistance from texts on 
modeling high relationships of inter images and defining the correlations between images and shared contents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Advances in social media and mobile computing technology, the past decade has witnessed a tremendous 
growth in the availability of Web images. Consequently, there has been an increasing interest in the 
information retrieval and multimedia computing communities to study smart image retrieval techniques. 
In particular, techniques for content-based image retrieval CBIR[1], where only visual image is used as query, 
are gaining in importance due to a wide range of applications such as video copyright management and visual 
recommendation systems To provide high quality content-based search services over huge volume of image 
collections, both efficiency and effectiveness are important issues. Advanced indexing structure is essential to 
scale the big data space and facilitate accurate search. 
Its performance degrades greatly when the dimension of features to be goes high. Furthermore, both inverted 
file and tree structure consume large amount of memory when storing corresponding data structures. This issue 
becomes even more serious when image collection scale islarge. 
According to the way about how to generate hash function, existing SFVH[10][15], can be further categorized 
into two major families: data-independent, and data-dependent hashing. SPH learns the hash functions by 
preserving the similarities of images in the mapped hash codes, while STH extends it for out of sample queries 
via linear support vector machine training in Hammingspace. 
An image is an artifact that represents visual perception, for example a two dimensional picture, that has a 
similar appearance to some subject usually a physical or a person, thus providing a depiction of it.An image is 
a picture that has been created or copied and stored in electronic form. An image can be described in terms of 
vector graphics or raster graphics. 
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II. COMMON IMAGE FILE FORMATS ONLINEINCLUDE 
 

JPEG is a image file produced according to a standard from the Joint Photographic Experts Group, an  ISO/IEC 
group of experts that develops and maintains standards for a suite of compression algorithms for image files. JPEGs 
usually have a .jpg fileextension. 
As one of the technologies to support fast and accurate image search, visual hashing has received huge attention and 
became a very active research domain in last decade [8], [9].BMP is native file format of the Windows platform is 
like the parent format to the above three. BMP formats do not allow for image compression.BMP images  are crisp 
and precise, but being pixel dependent they don’t scalewell. 

 

Fig.1 2D-Image 
 

Image Acquisition 
Image acquisition in image processing can be broadly defined as the process of retrieving an image from some 
source, usually a hardware based source, so it can be passed through whatever processes need to occur. 

 

 
Fig.2. Image Acquisition  

Process 
Performing image acquisition in image processing is always the first step in workflow sequence because, without an 
image, no processing is possible. The input images are taken from file. These images are different format like jpg, 
tiff, gif mostly we are using jpg format because it will accept black image and colour image. 
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III. VISUAL FEATURESEXTRACTION 
 

Visual Feature extraction starts from an initial set of measured data and builds derived values determine to be 
informative and non-redundant. Feature extraction is commonly related to dimensionality reduction and also, visual 
features usually have high dimensions. Visual Hashing basic idea is to map the raw high-dimensional visual features 
into binary codes, that visual similarities of images can be efficiently measured by simple but efficient bit-wise 
operations. 

 
Fig.3. Feature Extraction 

Process 
 

Classification 
The classification performance is largely dependent on the descriptiveness and discriminativeness of feature 
descriptors. The hyper-graph is constructed based on the extracted visual features. Effectively preserving visual 
similarities of images in binary hash codes is essential to visual hashing. The text enhanced visual graph is 
constructed. The visual hash code learning is used to measure semantic similarity in Hamming space keep consistent 
with shared topic distributions. 

 

Fig.4. Classification Process 
 

IV. RESULTEVALUATION 
 

SAVH is specially designed for content based image retrieval CBIR[1]  without any labeled images. SAVH  has an 
significant advantage that its offline learning can effectively important semantics involved in text, while online 
hashingrequiresonlyvisualimageasinput.Finally,itistoextractthesemantictextandvisualimagefromthe 
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semantic assisted visual hashing. Results highlight various advantages of SAVH and defines that SAVH 
significantly outperforms various methods. 

 

Fig.5. Result Evaluation 
Process 

 
V. EXISTINGSYSTEM 

 
According to strategies of leverage different kinds of visual features, existing unsupervised visual hashing schemes 
can be classified into several independent families: single feature visual hashing (SFVH[10][15]) and multiple 
feature visual hashing (MFVH[3]). Due to the lack of discriminative capability on representing high ranged 
semantics, the learned hash codes are not capable to characterize semantic correlations of images and the ones 
between images and semantics involved in the image database. It should be denoted that, one of the visual modality 
in MFVH[3] can be substituted with text modality. In such case, MFVH[3] becomes multi-modal hashing 
(MMH[3][4]). 
Anyhow, it requires text modality at both stages of offline learning and online hashing. Due to its constraint, the 
scheme cannot meet the requirement of CBIR[1] in practical retrieval applications. Where only visual image is 
uploaded as query. However, the main design aim of various UCMH approaches is to enable multimedia retrieval 
process across heterogeneous modalities. It assumes that each and every type of the involved modality contributes 
equally to cross-modal retrieval. According to the way about how to generate hash function, existing SFVH can be 
furthercategorizedintotwomajorfamilies:data-independent[16]hashing,anddata-dependenthashing[10],[15]. 
Thus the assumption makes the method less discriminative and effective. In addition, discriminative information 
latently involved in original visual feature may be lost in hashing process due to mandatory heterogeneous modality 
correlation. The most significant limitation of SFVH[10][15] and MFVH[3] is that they only take the features from 
visual modality into account. Due to the semantic gap, relations between the images are characterized by low- level 
visual feature cannot effectively describe rich image semantics, therefore making the hash codes less semantically 
meaningful. 

 
Disadvantages 
 Semantic Information might be lost. Considers only text inputquery. 
 Both the inverted file and tree structure consume large amount of memory, when storing corresponding data 

structures. 
 The power of the search strategies is very difficult to optimize the retrievalquality. 
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VI. PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY 
 

Unsupervised visual hashing scheme is proposed and also termed as semantic-assisted visual hashing (SAVH), to 
effectively perform visual hashing learning with semantic assistances. The key idea of this technique is to extract 
semantics automatically from the noisy associated texts to enhance the discriminative capability of hash codes, and 
thus facilitate the performance improvement of visual hashing. The core idea of SAVH is to effectively leverage the 
semantics embedded in the associated informative texts about images to assist visual hashing. 
With the assistance of texts, the generated visual hash codes and functions can awake high-level semantics,  and 
thus they will be much discriminativeness. SAVH technology works as follows: First, hash code learning is 
formulated in a unified unsupervised structure, where hash codes are learned by simultaneously preserving visual 
similarity of images and considering the assistance of texts associated with images. More exactly, our framework 
integrates two important assistance of auxiliary texts to effectively mitigate the latent limitations of visual features. 
The first assistancemodels 
high-order semantic relations of images by constructing topic hyper-graph, while the second one correlates images 
and latent shared topics detected via collective matrix factorization. 

Initially, visual and text features of images are extracted to transform image pixels to mathematical vector 
representations. After that, a text-enhanced visual graph is constructed with the assistance of topic hyper graph, and 
latent semantic topics are detected under guidance of text information n. Then, hash codes of database images are 
learned in a framework which preserves correlations between images and semantic topics. In the proposed work, 
retrieval performance increases steadily with hash code length. It is to extract the image as well as content related to 
the hash code. Finally it lists high ranking data among retrieved data. Also it gets inter-related images as well as 
semantics embedded with those images. SAVH can yield a better performance than many compared approaches 
with longer hash codes. 

 
Advantages: 
 Fast queryresponse. 
 Moreeffective. 
 Low storageconsumption. 
 An important advantage that its offline learning can effectively leverage semantics involved intext. 
 It retrieves highly rankeddata. 

 

Algorithm 1: Hashing Algorithm 
 

 

Input: Database images: fIngNn=1, query image q. 
Output: Hash codes of database images: Y, hash functions: F. Image retrieval results for image query q. 
Step 1:Offline Learning 
 Extract features of database images, obtaining Y(1);Y(2); 
 Compute visual graph Laplacian matrixLG; 
 Compute topic hypergraph Laplacian matrix LTHG ; 
 Learn relaxed hashcodes; 
 Construct hash functions G; 
 Insert database images into binary hash codes withG; 
Step 2:Online Hashing 
 Extract visual features of queryimage; 
 Project query visual features into the  hashcodes; 
 Calculate the Hamming distances between hash codes of query image and that of databaseimages; 
 Rank Hamming distances and return high ranked retrievalresults. 
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VII. LITERATURESURVEY 
 

In the year of 2011 the authors "J.-H. Su, W.-J. Huang, P. S. Yu, and V. S. Tseng" described into their paper titled 
"Efficient Relevance Feedback for Content-Based Image Retrieval by Mining User Navigation Patterns" such as 
This paper proposes a magnificent approach, Navigation-Pattern-based Relevance Feedback (NPRF). It is to achieve 
the high efficiency and effectiveness of CBIR[1] in coping with the large-scale image data set. This new search 
algorithm NPRF Search can bring out more accurate results than other well-known approaches. 
There are some other issues to investigate in view of very large data sets. For navigation-pattern-based search, the 
hierarchical BFS is employed to narrow the gap between visual features and human concepts effectively.  In 
addition, the involved methods for special data partition and pattern pruning also speed up the image. The 
experimental results exposes the proposed approach NPRF is very effective in terms of precision and coverage. 
In the year of 2016 the authors "P. Wu, S. C. H. Hoi, P. Zhao, C. Miao, and Z. Liu" described into their paper titled 
"Online Multi-Modal Distance Metric Learning with Application to Image Retrieval". This paper is to investigate a 
novel scheme of online multi-modal distance metric learning (OMDML), which explores a unified two-level online 
learning scheme: (i) it learns to optimize a distance metric on feature space (ii) then it learns to find the optimal 
combination of features. 
They pointed some major limitations of traditional DML approaches in practice, and presented the online multi-
modal DML method which simultaneously learns both the optimal distance metric on each individual feature space. 
This paper investigated a novel online multimodal distance metric learning algorithms for CBIR[1] tasks by 
exploiting multiple types of features. 
In the year of 2015 the authors "F. Shen, C. Shen, Q. Shi, A. van den Hengel, Z. Tang, and H. T.Shen" described 
into their paper titled "Hashing on nonlinear manifolds” such as how to learn compact binary embeddings on such 
intrinsic manifolds is considered. In order to indicate the existing difficulties, an efficient, inductive solution to the 
out-of-sample data problem and a process by which nonparametric manifold learning may be used as the basis of a 
hashing method are proposed. 
In addition, a supervised inductive manifold hashing framework is developed by incorporating the label information, 
which is shown to greatly advance the semantic retrieval performance. 

 
VIII. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS 

 

Fig.6 Selecting Image 
Directory 
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Fig.7 loading the Dataset 

 
Fig.8 Selecting Metrics 

 

Fig.9 Result Searching Process 
 

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURESCOPE 
 

Most existing single feature and multiple feature hashing approaches for CBIR[1] approaches build their schemes 
with only visual features. They also ignore the valuable semantics involved in the related texts. Although 
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Unsupervised cross-modal hashing approaches can latent text for retrieval task across heterogeneous modalities, 
they equally treat visual and text, and still fail to fully take advantages of text. Different from them, this method 
proposes an effective hashing framework, SAVH. Our idea is leveraging the associated texts of images to benefit the 
visual hashing using unsupervised learning. SAVH can organize extra discriminative information into the generated 
visual hash codes and their functions. while its online hashing requires only visual image as input query. 
This method opens up several promising directions for further exploration. Notably, it is interesting for further 
validation of the effectiveness of SAVH when more associated modalities are involved. For instance, geographical 
location of image, social correlation of images, and etc. Moreover, it will be interesting to investigate the 
effectiveness of visual image on assisting hashing for text retrieval. 
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